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Abstract
This paper proposes the use of optical flow from
a moving robot to provide force feedback to
an operator’s joystick to facilitate collision free
teleoperation. Optic flow is measured by a pair
of wide angle cameras on board the vehicle and
used to generate a virtual environmental force
that is reflected to the user through the joystick, as well as feeding back into the control of
the vehicle. We show that the proposed control
is dissipative and prevents the vehicle colliding
with the environment as well as providing the
operator with a natural feel for the remote environment. Experimental results are provided
on the InsectBot holonomic vehicle platform.

1

INTRODUCTION

Bilateral force feedback teleoperation is a field that has
its roots in the 1940’s with the construction of the first
remotely controlled robotic manipulator. The character of the modern subject was set in the eighties with
the introduction of energy-based analysis [1], passivitybased control design [2], and scattering theory [3]. More
recent work provided a geometric setting for scattering theory [4]. Many of the key breakthroughs in the
field have been associated with overcoming the destabilising effects of variable time-delays and packet switched
data in the communications channel and this has driven
much of the research in the last decade [5; 6; 7; 8; 9;
10] A recent review paper [11] provides an excellent
overview of the field. Teleoperation of mobile vehicles
is itself an active field of research with work on improving the human machine interface to mobile platforms [12], improved autonomy and path planning of
vehicles [13]. Bilateral force feedback teleoperation of
a mobile vehicle was considered in [14] where the vehicle bumpers were equipped with force sensing strain
gauges. More typically, however, it is not desirable
that a mobile vehicle physically contacts its environ-

Figure 1: The InsectBot and the Falcon 3D haptic device.

ment and that a haptic telepresence be based on virtual forces derived from exteroreceptive sensors mounted
on the vehicle. Several authors have proposed to generate haptic force based on artificial force fields derived from sensors such as ultrasonic or laser scanners
along with environment mapping techniques [15; 16;
17; 18]. Optic flow in the image space is coupled to
time-to-collision computations [19] and has been proposed as a sensor modality for obstacle avoidance [20;
21], docking manoeuvres [22; 23; 24; 25], and visual
odometry [26]. To the authors knowledge, there has been
no prior work that has used optic flow motion cues as a
sensor modality for haptic telepresence.
In this paper, we propose the use of haptic feedback
to the remote operator of a mobile vehicle based on optic flow measured by a vision system mounted on the
vehicle. The optic flow measures used are spherical op-

tical divergence computed at the focus of expansion and
a comparative flow difference computed at the equatorial points relative to the focus of expansion. A similar
approach was proposed earlier by Coombs [21]. Force derived from the spherical divergence motion cue provides
the operator with a feel for an impending collision, pushing back against the joystick with force inversely proportional to time-to-contact. Force derived from the comparative flow difference acts orthogonally to the main
motion of the robot, and guides the operator to control
the vehicle to move down the centre of corridors and
minimise the chance of side-swipe collisions without opposing the forward motion of the vehicle.
The vehicle is modelled as a dynamic system, with
virtual dynamic state and direct kinematic control of
the vehicle velocity. Within this framework the haptic
forces generated by the optic flow are also applied as
virtual forces to the vehicle dynamics. This adds collision avoidance and corridor centring capability directly
to the mobile vehicle irrespective of input from the operator. The proposed algorithm has been implemented
on the InsectBot developed at ANU/NICTA. The vision
system consists of two firewire cameras with wide angle
190◦ lenses that provide near complete visual coverage of
the local environment of the robot. The force feedback
is implemented on low-cost haptic device designed for
gaming (see fig. 1). The resulting system provides good
feel for the operator and enables significantly improved
remote operation of the vehicle.
After the introduction, §2 introduces the system model
considered. Section 2 introduces a bond graph model of
the coupled teleoperation system. The key new component of this system is the environmental impedance that
is discussion in Section 3. Implementation details and
experimental results are provided in Sections 4 and 5.

2

System Model

In this section, a model of the system is introduced using
the bond graph syntax to demonstrate the flow of energy
in the system. The virtual force due to the environment
is modelled as an impedance.
Consider the bond graph model shown in Figure 2.
The upper dashed box in Figure 2 represents the haptic
subsystem. The flow source Sf at the far left is the user
force input to the haptic joystick. This model represents
the fact that a pilot will feel the force reflected by the system, however, these forces will be sufficiently small that,
apart form a small compliance of the hand (modelled as
a spring impedance Zhand ), they will not effect how the
˙
pilot positions the joystick. Velocity of the joystick, ξ,
coupled with force, f , is modelled as power into the dynamics of the haptic joystick. The force feedback from
the vehicle is modelled as a modulated source of effort,
again supplying power to the joystick. The dynamics of
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Figure 2: Bond graph formulation of system model.

the haptic joystick are modelled by the 1-junction with
damping and spring impedance Zhaptic generating a force
Cξ +D(ξ)ξ˙ and an inertia m generating the inertial force
¨ The resulting dynamics of the haptic subsystem are
mξ.
mξ¨ = Cξ − D(ξ)ξ˙ + f + kenv Fenv

(1)

The damping D(ξ) for low-end haptic device can be
quite significant and is unknown. In contrast, the spring
impedance C > 0 is added by the algorithm to provide
a centring force on the haptic joystick so that the operator is always aware of applying force to the vehicle.
The offset of the joystick is used as the control input for
the vehicle dynamics. Using the syntax of bond graphs a
1-junction is used to obtain the velocity ξ˙ that is then integrated to obtain ξ. In practice, the value ξ is available
directly from the haptic joystick.
The dashed box on the lower left of Figure 2 denotes
the two degree-of-freedom vehicle translation dynamics.
The modulated effort source M Se at the top of this
box denotes the virtual force demanded by the operator
while the 1-junction combines the reflected environmental forces Fenv with a resistive damping term R and the

virtual inertial term M . The resulting vehicle dynamics
are
M V̇ = −Ω × V − RV + kpilot ξ + Fenv
(2)
where Ω is the rotational velocity of the vehicle and the
velocity V is expressed in the body-fixed-frame. The
angular dynamics are not modelled and are controlled
separately as a kinematic demand by the operator. The
angular velocity of the system is taken as an exogenous
input to the virtual vehicle dynamics (2).
The dynamic model (2) is simulated with inputs from
the environmental force and the joystick. The velocity
states of the model are used as control demands for the
robot platform. This introduces a natural low pass filtering (that can be tuned by choosing the virtual vehicle’s
mass M ) of the operator’s demand to the vehicle control
which is highly desirable in practice.
The final subsystem (lower right dashed box Figure
2) represents the interaction of the vehicle with the environment through the observed image sequence. The
0-junction is simply a notational convention to extract
the signal Fenv . The key to modelling this subsystem is
understanding the way in which optic flow can be used
to generate a force that will be reflected both to the operator and directly into the vehicle control system. We
model this bond as an impedance, that is a mapping
that accepts a velocity and returns a force. Since we will
use a vision system to define the impedance we will term
this an optical impedance.

3

Optical Impedance

In this section, we define an optical impedance based on
two optical motion cues in order to define the environmental impedance Zenv in Figure 2.
Assume that the environment and illumination in
which the vehicle moves is static. We will assume that
the camera system used is fully calibrated and pixel coordinates have been mapped onto the sphere to model
a spherical camera. The spherical optic flow is defined
as the instantaneous observed velocity of image features
on the surface of the sphere. Denote coordinates on the
spherical image surface by vectors p ∈ S 2 , the sphere
S 2 = {p ∈ R3 | |p| = 1}. We denote the optic flow field
by Φt (p), where t is the frame (or time) index and p is
the pixel coordinates, defined on the image plane. The
optical flow observed in a particular direction depends
on the distance to the environment in that direction as
well as the velocity of the robot. Let λt : S 2 → R denote a scalar field on the sphere, defined at frame t, with
values denoting the distance from the focal point of the
camera to the environment. The spherical optic flow Φt
is given by [27]
Φ(p) := −Ω × p −


1
I3×3 − pp⊤ V
λ(p)

(3)

where I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix and (V, Ω) is the
velocity of the robot and hence the camera. The dependence of the optic flow on the inverse depth to the
observed environment is a key property of optic flow that
underlies previous applications to obstacle avoidance and
docking manoeuvres [21; 23; 25].
We consider an optical impedance generated by two
complementary motion cues similar to those used by
Coombs et al. [21].
The spherical divergence of the optical flow Φ is given
by
dλ(p) · Φ(p)
2p⊤ V
+
(4)
divΦ(p) =
λ(p)
λ(p)
Note that the optic flow Φt is zero in the direction of
motion of the vehicle. That is


V
Φt
=0
|V |
The direction of motion can be computed from a wide
angle measurement of the optic flow of the vehicle [28].
The direction of motion of the vehicle can also be directly
measured by computing the focus of expansion of the
translation optic flow
Φtrans
(p) = Φt (p) + Ω × p = −
t


1
I − pp⊤ V
λ(p)

That is the part of the optic flow that is associated with
the translation of the vehicle independent of its rotation.
Given that the angular velocity is measured accurately
from kinematic odometry this calculation is sufficiently
accurate to produce a good estimate of the translational
optic flow field.
Define an optical motion cue

divΦ(V /|V |) for V 6= 0
wfoe =
0
for V = 0
where ‘foe’ stands for focus of expansion. The direction V /|V | is computed as the focus-of-expansion of the
translational optic flow field Φtrans
. Since the divergence
t
of full flow does not depend on the rotation, the optical
motion cue wfoe is also the the divergence at the focus
of expansion of the translational optic flow field. The
focus-of-expansion of the translational flow is not defined for V = 0, however, the motion cue wfoe remains
well defined since the limit
lim divΦ(p) = 0

V →0

regardless of the direction p taken.
Define the equatorial circle
Ediff := {p ∈ S 2 | hp, V i = 0}.

Figure 3: Optical flow vectors, displayed with the raw
camera images of the left and right camera.

Figure 4: Spherical mapping of the flow field. Also
shown are the direction of travel (black, pointing to the
left) and the (inverse) equatorial force −ωdiff (blue).

Note that Ediff is well defined as a circle for V 6= 0 while
for V = 0 one has Ediff = S 2 . Define an optical motion
cue by

conjugate variables Fenv and V . Thus the power of the
environmental impedance is given by

wdiff :=

 R
 EdiffhΦtrans (pθ ), V i pθ dθ


0

for V 6= 0

for V = 0

Based on the two optical motion cues wfoe and wdiff we
define the environmental force to the optical impedance
to be

Fenv :=

Ediff

= − 2cfoe

where (for V 6= 0) the circle Ediff is parameterised by
the angle θ and pθ denotes the S 2 coordinates of the
parameter. The optical motion cue wdiff compares the
component of translational optic flow in the direction of
motion at antipodal points orthogonal to the direction
of motion.

(

V
+ cdiff V ⊤ wdiff
hV, Fenv i = − cfoe wfoe V ⊤
|V |


V
= − cfoe divΦ
|V |
|V |
Z

hΦtrans (pθ ), V i V ⊤ pθ dθ
+



− cfoe wfoe |VV | + cdiff wdiff
for V =
6 0
0
for V = 0

where cfoe , cdiff > 0 are positive constants.
The choice of environmental force in this way has
an important energy flow interpretation. The (virtual)
power or energy flowing into (or out of) the environmental impedance Zenv is given by the product of the

|V |2
λ(V /|V |)

where the
 differential term contributes zero power since
V ⊤ pθ = 0 for pθ taken in orthogonal to the focusof-expansion. Thus, since λ > 0 is always positive the
optical impedance proposed is dissipative, that is, energy is always lost through the environment bond. As
a consequence the environment acts as a resistive stabilising term in the system dynamics. Indeed, the energy
dissipation in the environmental impedance is inversely
proportional to the distance to the environment along
the direction of motion. As a consequence, any trajectory that actually collides with the environment would
dissipate infinite virtual energy in the limit as the collision occurs. Since the only source of energy entering the
system is the bounded power demanded by the operator it is clear that the vehicle should never collide with
the environment. This desirable property is due to the
spherical divergence term in the optical impedance. The
differential optic flow term is a passive impedance, that
is it does not induce a power flow. In practice, this corresponds to forces that help guide the vehicle without
opposing or augmenting force input from the pilot.
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Implementation

We implemented the algorithm described above on the
InsectBot (fig. 1), a holonomic wheeled robot. The InsectBot carries two digital video cameras mounted on
a linear lift system. The cameras can therefore freely
move in 4 dimensions, namely horizontal translation (x
and y), vertical translation (z), and rotation ωz around
the z-axis. The wheels have closed-loop velocity control, the lift platform is absolute-position controlled. To
unify the dynamics of the vehicle, and to approximate
the dynamics of a hovering platform, virtual dynamics
are computed based on (2). The resulting 3-D velocities
(or position for the z-axis) are applied to the wheels and
the lift platform.
The cameras are equipped with fisheye lenses with
190◦ field of view (Omnitech Robotics lens). Due to
image plane limits, the field of view is around 190◦ vertically and 180◦ horizontally. For the following experiments, the two cameras are mounted with the optical
axis parallel to the ground plane, pointing 45◦ left and
right of the forward direction. The total field of view
is therefore roughly 270◦ horizontally, with a 90◦ blind
spot backwards.
Sparse optical flow is computed on the planar camera
images using a pyramidal implementation of the Lukas
and Kanade algorithm. The resulting sparse 2-D vectorfields are mapped onto a spherical representation, while
taking camera calibration into account. The 3-D spherical vectorfield is a good approximation of optical flow
on a single spherical camera. All following calculations
of divergence and flow cues are performed in 3-D on the
spherical field.
The optical flow cues are calculated as described in
section 3, but with one difference to accomodate the
sparse, rather than continuous, vector fields on the
sphere. Instead of calculating divergence only in the
focus of expansion, divergence is calculated by convolu-
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Figure 5: Sketch of the corridor which was used for the
first experiment.
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Figure 6: Robot velocity and divergence from three trials
in the same environment.
tion of the flow field with a derivative-of-Gaussian filter
around the focus of expansion. Similarly, equatorial flow
ωdiff is integrated over a Gaussian-filtered environment
around the equator:
Z
hΦ(pθ ), V i · g(hpθ , V i)pθ dθ
wdiff :=
S2

2

2

with g(x) := e−x /σ . By chosing σ appropriately, vectors ahead and behind the current robot position (along
the direction of travel) can be taken into account. This
preemptively steers the robot away from approaching obstacles, and prevents clipping obstacles that are just behind the equator. For the experiments a fairly large value
of σE = 0.4 was chosen for equatorial flow, and σf = 0.25
for frontal divergence (relative to the unit sphere).

5

Experimental results

The experiments were carried out in a 1.5 m wide corridor (fig. 5). Additional obstacles were added to force
the robot to drive in an “S”-curve, first to the left, then
to the right and finally stop in front of a blockage. The
walls are covered with textured fabric to simulate a welltextured outdoor environment.
The first experiment investigates the behaviour of the
robot in a cluttered environment, given a constant forward acceleration command. The operator is assumed
to be uncooperative, i.e. the joystick is fixed in the forward position and does not move. The robot maintains
a constant orientation during the experiment. The purpose of this experiment is to show the robustness of the
system against operator errors. Results of three independent runs with the same starting position are shown
in figure 6.
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Figure 7: Velocity in x and y and frontal divergence
from the corridor experiment. As the robot approaches
the rear wall, forward velocity decreases to (almost) zero.

Figure 7 shows the lateral velocity vx , the forward velocity vy and the frontal divergence as measured in the
current direction of travel (which is not necessarily the
forward direction of the robot). The robot avoids the lateral obstacles (as can be seen by the progression of vx )
while maintaining forward speed. As it gets closer to the
obstruction at the end of the corridor (t=40 sec), the forward velocity decreases as a result of the resisting force
from the measured frontal divergence. The robot eventually stops in front of the obstruction. Figure 8 shows
the force applied as haptic feedback. As the operator is
not responding to applied forces, the stick position does
not change. However, the haptic force increases during
the approach of the obstruction.
In the second experiment the joystick was allowed to
move while being controlled by a human operator. The
joystick position is determined by the human control input and the force applied to the joystick by the optical flow system. The results are shown in figures 9 and
10. The results from figure 9 show the response of the
system, as the operator gives short forward commands,
moving the robot towards a wall, and then lets go of
the control stick. It can be seen that the repelling force
caused by frontal divergence builds up against the operator’s hand. The stick immediately moves backwards as
the operator lets go (i.e. t = 71, t = 80, etc.), and the
forward velocity sharply drops. As there is no obstruction behind the robot, the velocity actually becomes negative, increasing the distance to the potential obstacle.
It has to be noted that this particular behaviour (overshoot of the joystick) deviates slightly from the theoretical case, and is caused by mechanical imperfections of
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Figure 8: Velocity and haptic force applied to the haptic
control device.

the haptic device, and time lags present in the system. It
does however not affect the overall safety of the system.
It can be seen i.e. at t = 83 and t = 93 that the haptic
force decreases, and the joystick returns to the center
position, once the robot stops approaching the obstacle.
During the successive approaches to the wall, the robot
gets closer and closer to the obstruction. The plot shows
clearly that the divergence Φ (shown in red) increases,
while the velocity vy (shown in green) remains roughly
the same, or even increases slightly. Likewise, the perceived haptic force increases as well as the distance to the
wall becomes smaller. The experiment demonstrates the
behaviour of the system in a “panic” situation where the
operator lets go of the controls. An impending collision
is successfully avoided. Furthermore, increasing haptic
forces on the joystick give a clear warning signal to the
operator that the robot is approaching an obstacle.
Figure 10 shows a scenario where the robot is within
10-20 centimeters of a potential collision with the wall, as
the operator intentionally tries to drive forward into the
obstruction. Despite the constant forward-accelerating
joystick input jy , the velocity drops as divergence and repelling force on the haptic device increase rapidly. Eventually the operator gives in to the resisting force on the
joystick, and despite a few more pushes forward, the collision is avoided.
Further preliminary experiments include driving
along the corridor from the first experiment without
any visual feedback for the operator. The operator
was able to drive the robot through the corridor
while avoiding collisions by purely relying on haptic
input. However, no formal investigation of the operator experience was conducted yet. Improving the
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Figure 9: The repelling force (fy ) increases for the same
velocity and stick input, as the robot gets closer to a
planar obstruction.
haptic experience for the operator is subject of future
work. A video of the preliminary trials is included
with this paper (see conference proceedings CD, or
http://research.scinamics.com/videos/acra08.m4v)
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

We have proposed the use of spherical optical flow from a
moving robot to provide force feedback to an operator’s
joystick to facilitate collision free teleoperation. The
spherical optical flow is approximated by flow computed
from two onboard wide-angle cameras and mapped to
the sphere in order to implement the control law. A
dynamic model of a virtual vehicle provides a unifying
framework to combine operator demands and environmental force derived from optical flow. The environmental force is also reflected to the user through forces
applied to the joystick. We have also shown that the
proposed control is dissipative and prevents the vehicle
colliding with the environment.
Experimental results on a planar robot with a liftplatform are a precursor to experiments on a flying platform. We are currently commissioning a small-scale
quad-rotor hovering vehicle for this purpose.
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Figure 10: As the robot gets extremely close to the
obstruction, the forward velocity vy decreases despite
a constant forward command from the joystick jy . At
the same time, the repelling force on the joystick pushes
against the operator with increasing force.
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